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He loves his job. As type director at Linotype in Bad
Homburg, Germany, he oversees the aesthetic direc-
tion of one of the world's oldest type companies, and
one of the few to survive the massive changes in tech-
nology that killed most pre-digital era foundries.

He lives with his wife and two young sons in a
peaceful suburb of Frankfurt. The commute to his
office is a six-minute stroll. He draws type most of
the day, reviews new typefaces by other designers
and travels extensively, meeting with other artists and
technology gurus to talk about the subject that fuels
his passion.

How did a young Japanese designer—a non-native
English speaker lacking a Western education or insider
connections—capture the creative leadership role at'
such a venerable institution with its strong Euro-
American heritage?

For one thing, Kobayashi is incredibly gifted at
drawing type. But more than that , h i s (Jeep love of
letterforms, his determination and his serenity have
led h im to a place where he's shaping the future of
Western typography.

EAST MEETS WEST
Kobayashi was born on the Fourth of July, I960, in
Niigata, Japan. Growing up in Asia at a time when the
world still retained much of its innocence, he became
intrigued with U.S. culture and the whimsical, youth-
ful spirit of the times. A number of his typefaces earn'
the influences of the mid-century American aesthetic.

"I like American art deco, and things from the '30s
and the '50s," Kobayashi says. ''T saw The Jetsons' as a
kid, and American films and comics from the era." I le
later became an avid collector of old editions of popu-
lar American magazines like Time and Life, which
offered a fascinating glimpse into a world so different
|-rom his own.

.As is typical in Japan, Kobayashi began learning
English at age 10, which also marked his first signifi-
cant exposure to the Western alphabet (also known as
the roman or Latin alphabet). It wasn't unt i l three
years later that he became interested in the design of
alphabets of any kind.

"When I was 13, I drew a poster with watercolor,"
Kobayashi says. Although he wasn't quite satisfied with
the picture, he thought his Japanese lettering was on,
point. "It made the whole poster look wonderful." The
project was an awakening for Kobayashi—he's been
passionate about lettering from that day forward,

After graduating from high school, Kobayashi
entered Tokyo's Musashino Art University in 1979,
where his course of study included classes in lettering
and typography. "Naturally, they focused on Japanese
script," he says. Kobayashi was disappointed that a
decent textbook about designing Western alphabets
was not part of the curriculum.

'"1 hings like the relationships between stroke thick-
ness and the angle of the broad-edged pen were never
mentioned in books on lettering in Japan," he says. His
teachers subscribed to the "ruling-pen-and-compasses"
theory of European Renaissance scholars as the sole
principle in designing type, Unfazed, Kobayashi sup-
plemented his traditional design education with forays
into antique bookshops, where he discovered treasures
amid the stacks of old books, magazines and papers,
including many examples from the 1950s and '60s.

Upon his graduation from Musashino in 1983,
Kobayashi began a six-year stint in the type design
department at Sha-Ken, a manufacturer of phototype-
setting machines. He typically drew two dozen or more
characters each day

"Japanese is a complicated system o! writing,"
Kobayashi says. "We have basically three scripts/' His
native language includes thousands of pictorial char-
acters adapted from Chinese ideograms (Kanji, or
Ghinese letter) plus two kinds of phonetic scripts
Jliragana for depicting things ethnically Japanese,
and Katakana for rendering foreign words and names).
"Each day, we use a couple of thousand Kanji symbols
and about 80 glyphs each in Hiragana and Katakana."

Compared to a Latin typeface with its relatively
small character set (approximately 200 glyphs are
typically housed in the base set), a decent Japanese
text font must contain at least 9,000 characters. That's
simply too many for a single type designer to complete
unaided, Kobayashi says. "Designing a Japanese font
usually takes a couple of years and several skilled
designers," he says.

At Sha-Ken, he occasionally had an opportunity to
design Latin characters and Arabic numerals, but felt
that he needed further education in the Latin alpha-
bet. Kobayashi soon realized that he needed to get a
belter grip on the English language if he wanted to
progress in designing Western letterforms.

"The books available to me on the Latin alphabet
were almost always written in English,' ' he says. "I
knew that if I was not very familiar with the Western
alphabet, I could not know if the characters 1 drew
would be acceptable to a Western reader."
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BY THE BOOK
In Sha-Ken's design department, Kobayashi discovered
"About Alphabets," a sl im volume of lettering wisdom
penned by Hermann Zapf. It was the first English-lan-
guage book he'd ever read. "It look me six months to
finish reading [Zapf's book], then 1 had a strong urge
to practice Western calligraphy," Kobayashi says. "Zapf
wrote that he started with [lettering master Edward,
Johnston's'Writing and I l lumina t ing and Lettering, 'so
I followed in his footsteps."

Johnston's seminal book, first published in 1906, is
often called the single most in f luen t ia l book ever writ-
ten on calligraphy. Kobayashi ordered a copy through
an overseas bookshop and began to teach h imsc l l
calligraphy. He left Sha-Ken in 1989 and moved to
London, where he enrolled in an evening calligraphy
course at the London College of Printing and con-
tinued studying English.

"As i had never been to a foreign
country, everything was a completely
new experience for me," Kobayashi
says. He immersed himself in
British culture while devour-
ing books on typography and
type history. He was pleas-
antly surprised to find that,
unlike the inst i tut ions
in his homeland, a typi-
cal British library might
house any number of
books on typography.

He continued his self-
directed course oi study
in Western typography
and lettering, meeting with
craftsmen and artists who
helped supplement his book
learning. It was during his
time in London that Kobayashi
designed his first original Latin
typeface, a d i sp lay script called
Skid Row.

"Before I left Japan, I had sent Letra-
set a couple of specimens of Arabic numer-
als that I had designed for Sha-Ken," he says.
"Colin Brignall, then the art director of Letraset U.K.,
asked me to design a type in a similar style."

Kobayashi drew an alphabet on paper with a hand-
made brush, giving the letterforrns a streaky look, and
then refined the characters to regularize their texture.
He named his creation Skid Row after a song from h is
favorite film, "Li t t le Shop of Horrors." Brignall was
pleased with the unusual design and released Skid
Row in 1990 as part of the Letraset Premier Instant
Lettering series.

TIMINQ IS EVERYTHINQ

Kobayashi returned to Tokyo in 1991 and took a posi-
tion wi th Japanese type design studio Jiyu-Kobo,
and three years later moved to TypeBank, where he
designed Latin companion alphabets for the foundry's
collection of 17 digital Japanese fonts.
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In mid-1 99 / , Kobayashi left Type Bank to focus
on a freelance type design career. During his tenure
at Jiyu-Kobo and TypeBank, he'd kept busy with per-
sonal type designs in his off-hours. Perhaps the most
well known of these side projects is the typeface that
would eventually become his widely praised FontFont
release, FF Clifford.

Al though it wouldn' t be published until 1 999, Clif-
ford's story is actually rooted in Kobayashi's first expo-
sure to digital type eight years earlier. He had never
touched a computer until he started work at Jiyu-
Kobo, where he was asked to choose a small selection
of digital fonts for the company. His choices included
several weights of Bembo, one of his favorite text
families. After receiving the fonts, Kobayashi opened
Bembo Roman to examine its letlcrforms.

At first glance, he thought he'd been sent the wrong
font—this was not the Bembo he knew and loved.
Much to his dismay, Kobayashi soon realized that he
was indeed looking at Bembo. but a poorly digitized
version that inherited all of the flaws and compromises
of the phototype version, obliterating the beauty and
stamina of the original type cut for metal.

"Types that were originally designed for hot metal
often looked too light and feeble." Kobayashi says.
"I always wanted to redesign Bembo and all the old
Monotype Classics."

Kobayashi vowed to create his own text family, one
that would be meticulously crafted for digital applica-
tions, and one that would be "better than Bembo or
any other Monotype Classic." The design eventually
became "an anthology of 18th century British foundry

type designs," Kobayashi says. He picked a name
that sounded British, and Clifford was born—

his first digital type designed for use in
Western countries.

Although Kobayashi was eager
to release Clifford, others felt the

timing wasn t right for an unveil-
ing. Me \\ rote to Zapf about

Clifford in 1995. told h im
the family was near comple-
tion, and eagerly awaited
a response from his idol.
Zapf replied favorably, but
warned him that it was
not a good time to submit
a traditional text face to
font distributors—typo-

graphic fashion at the time
veered off in other direc-
tions. He reluctantly put

Clifford in the drawer and
vowed to present the family

to type distributors at a more
opportune time.

In 1996, Kobayashi began work
on a sprightly sans serif based on

his handwriting (dubbed Woodland in
honor of his family name, which means small

woods). He submitted the type family to the
International Typeface Corp. (ITC) in New York, which
published ITC Woodland in 1997. It was the first of
many types he would place with the popular American
type foundry.

R1SINQ STAR
Following the release of Woodland, ITC inadvertently
played another role in boosting Kobayashi's star. In
the fall of 1997, the company announced a typeface
design competition organized by U&lc, its maga/.ine
about type and design. Kobayashi decided to enter
Clifford in the contest, but not before carefully review-
ing and revising almost every letter in the family. His
efforts paid off: Clifford took top honors in the text
category and was also named best in show.

It was a major breakthrough for the as-yet-unknown
designer. Berlin-based FontShop International took
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notice and offered to publish FF Clifford through its
FontFont library one of the hottest type collections of
the 90s. After spending five years on its development,
Kobayashi would sec his pet project become one of the
boutique label's most popular text families. (Even FSI
co-founder Erik Spiekermann has said that Clifford is
one of his favorite typefaces.)

Buoyed by the outcome of the ITC competition.
Kobayashi embarked on a flurry of typographic activity,
releasing a dozen type designs between 1998 and 2001
through Adobe, FontFont. ITC, Linotype andTypebox.
"I could not stop designing," he says. These releases
ranged from deco- and wood type-inspired display
designs and ornaments to the stunning Didot-inspired
FF Acanthus, an impressive family with multiple text,
display and open styles.

While Kobayashi was busy drawing type around
the turn of the 21st century, he was also collecting
awards and accolades. Perhaps the most significant of
these was Kobayashi's first-place showing in Linotype's
International Type Design Contest. Zapf was one of
the judges and attended the awards presentation held
in Mainz, Germany, in the summer of 2000. When
Kobayashi made his acceptance speech, he told the
audience how Zapf's book had changed his life as a
type designer. Two days later, he paid a visit to Zapf at
his home in Darmstadt. The two artists easily spanned
their generational and cultural gaps, finding a common
ground in their love of lettering. They spent the after-
noon talking about type design, with much of their dis-
cussion centered on Zapf's iconic typeface Optima.

Although Kobayashi didn't know it at the time.
Linotype was searching for a director to oversee the
Optima Nova project (a redesign of the existing digital
Optima). Linotype management was impressed with
Kobayashi's typographic sensibilities and his obvious
dedication to his craft. His instant rapport with Zapf
sealed the deal; in December of 2000, Linotype asked
Kobayashi to join the company as type director.

MEETINQ OF THE MINDS
It was no small decision for Kobayashi. Signing on with
Linotype meant uprooting his family and moving from
Japan to Germany—a tremendous cultural leap. After
careful consideration, Kobayashi accepted Linotypes
offer. His first order of business in Bad Homburg was
to collaborate with Zapl on Opt ima Nova.

Zapf and Kobayashi reworked Optima's existing
letterforms to better capture the spirit of the original
design and made refinements to take advantage of con-
temporary technology. During the font's development
phase, Zapf drew precise sketches on paper, which the
younger designer would then draw directly onscreen
by hand. Zapf would often sit beside Kobayashi in
front of the computer, directing him in the execution
of each letterform.

"I am just like his right hand, just like he is using
his pen to visual ixe his ideas," he says. Kobayashi also
designed Optima Nova's titling font, a completely new
alphabet compatible with the rest of the family.

Kobayashi's next major project at Linotype was
working with Adrian Frutiger to update the Swiss leg-

PARTNERS IN TYPE
Kobayashi, shown here in his studio with Hermann Zap/, says:
"Working with the two 'type giants'was the most fascinating
ihing that happened in my career. When 1 had read hooks
about Zap/ and Frutiger [while still in Japanj, they were to me
like gods. But when I joined Linotype and started working with
them, I realized thai they were ordinary human heings, just
very nice and thoughtful people. .My German is stiJl not very
good, but to me it is not a big problem. We can communicate
through letterforms."

end's 1988 sans, Avenir. Kobayashi s partnership with
Frutiger was vastly different from his collaboration
with Zapf. Frutiger's sketches were looser—more of
a relaxed guide than a strict road map to design.
Kobayashi had more freedom in drawing the new Ave-
nir, but consulted frequently with Frutiger to ensure
he was on the right path.

Kobayashi has teamed with Zapf and Frutiger on
several other projects, including Zapfino Extra and
Palatino Sans with Zapf, and Nami, a new humanist
sans, with Frutiger. Kobayashi hints that more projects
with the legendary designers are in the offing—Zapf
and Frutiger are eager to collaborate with him again.

Working on so many collaborative projects and
revamps has given Kobayashi little time to focus on his
own designs. But earlier this year. Linotype published
his Cosmiqua, a quirky, informal text family influ-
enced both by Caledonian Italic (a Miller 8c Richards
typeface, circa 1900) and retro advertising design,
Kobayashi says it mixes "end-of-the-19th century ital-
ics and the perky handwriting style of the 1950s with
a 'Jetsons' kind of space-age feel.'

Although much of his career has been focused
on behind-the-scenes collaborations, Kobayashi isn't
worried about being overshadowed. "I cannot draw
beautiful alphabets like Hermann does. . . . 1 do not
make sculptures like Adrian does. I would rather be
happy to stay back-of-the-stage, be anonymous or to be
described as a skilled craftsman, he says. "However,
there is something that I can be proud of: Perhaps 1
am the very first type designer specializing in the Latin
alphabet that grew up in Asia, where people use a dif-
ferent writing system—and I'm somehow good enough
to work with giants like Hermann and Adrian.'

Tamye fiiggs is a writer, editor and designer based
in Alameda, an island just across the bay from San
Francisco. She's a regular contributor to HOW's
annual type issue. She also serves as the executive
director of The Society of Typographic Aficionados
(SOTA). www.typelife.com; www.typecon.com
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